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Sacramento Historic Rose Garden

Preserving California’s Heritage Roses

Two New Rose Books

Judy Eitzen

These days, we tend to gain much of our information via the
web, but there is something special about cozying up with an
informative and interesting book. We are fortunate that two recent releases are from two who have spent time in support of the
Historic Rose Garden, Tom Liggett and Darrel g.h. Schramm.
One thing that has caught the imagination of HRG volunteers is the history behind our collection of found roses and
Darrell puts that history at our fingertips. From the early days of European
visitors to California through the 1920’s
nurserymen, Rainbow is a fascinating
read.

CEMETERY ROSE

Vol. XVI I No. 1

Learn of California’s real ‘Rose of Castile’
of which much has been speculated in
story (e.g., Steinbeck’s Tortilla Flat) and
song (an opera in three acts by Michael
William Balfe). From the discovery of
species roses to roses planted on early
homesteads, Darrell includes stories of the men and women who
discovered, grew and shared roses in the early days of the state.
The book includes appendices with lists of lost roses, early
nurserymen, and a thorough bibliography for those who wish to
research further.
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Tom Liggett’s book, How to Prune, Train and Tie Rose
Plants, focuses on some very specific rose growing techniques.
Tom believes that to understand how to prune roses, one must
first understand how roses grow. He
delves into the specific needs of various types of roses from minis to
climbers, modern roses to old garden
roses.
This is a great guide to starting a new
garden or tidying up one that has become overgrown; Tom’s expert advice
covers it all. There is little technical
jargon to confuse the new gardener,
and enough detail for the experienced
one. Each chapter is introduced with
Tom’s poetry and reads as if one is
listening to Tom talk. A very enjoyable read with lots of pertinent information.
Both books include excellent glossaries of rose terms and are
available from Amazon.
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EDITORIAL

Early autumn always tempts me to take a
moment before getting busy with fall garden cleanup and the holiday season. It’s a
time to enjoy the fall flush of bloom in the
rose garden, though this year, the weeds
continue!
Fall color in the cemetery is a good time to
walk through and see the property outside
the Historic Rose Garden, too. There’s a lot
to see. The chapel restoration is complete
and it will be open to visitors when city
staff is on site. There is also an interesting
new marker in the Pioneer section.
Soon the pistache tree leaves will turn together with the bald cypress in the ‘West
Flat’ and color will appear in the Rose Garden, especially on species roses.
Finally, it will be cool enough to tend the
roses in midday after spending the summer
searching for weeds in the shade!

Events in the Historic Rose
Garden
Propagation Class
September 9
OCCC Volunteer Appreciation
September 30 (3 p.m.)
Make A Difference Day
October 28
Fall Color in the Rose Garden Tour
November 18

Enjoy this fall–pruning season is coming!
Judy Eitzen,
verlaine@citlink.net

2018 Open Garden
HEADLINE
April
14
SUB-HEAD. SUB-HEAD.
SUB-HEAD. SUB-HEAD.

PROPAGATING ROSES
The propagation team is gearing up for a season of setting
cuttings at the Consumnes River College Greenhouse.
We’ve got a long list of roses suggested by enthusiastic
buyers.
We’ve identified some ’rare’ roses to include. These are
roses which don’t exist outside our garden or perhaps in
just one other place. We’d like to see California’s historic
roses growing in many sites, including personal gardens.
If you are interested in joining the Propagation Team,
please contact Judy Eitzen. verlaine@citlink.net.
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CURATOR’S CORNER

Anita Clevenger

After the lush growth and bloom of this year’s wet winter and spring, it’s been hard to deal
with weeds, brown grass, pests and scorched roses during a heat wave in June and the hottest July in Sacramento’s history. It was hard on the roses, hard on the rose volunteers,
and very, very good for some of the sucking insect pests.
Our volunteers persevered, battling weeds and making sure that the roses were mulched
and watered. When it comes to water, the problem is not always too little. Sometimes
there is too much, either because of bubbler locations and settings, a leaky pipe, or a missing bubbler head. When it comes to irrigation, the need for monitoring, adjusting and repairing never ends.
Spider Mites on ‘Petite Pink’
Spider mite populations explode in hot, dry, dusty
conditions. Explode they did, not just in our garden
but throughout the region. UC Davis proclaimed
2017 to be a “Great Year for Spider Mites.” In the
past, we’ve seen mite damage on just a few roses,
often species or ones with small leaves. These tiny
arachnids suck the juices out of plants, severely
damaging many annual plants and disfiguring ornamental shrubs such as roses. The tell-tale stippling,
or loss of color, on the leaves and webbing on the
foliage is visible on many of the roses in our collection this year. We are spraying the worst infested
roses forcefully with water, making sure that we get under the leaves. We look forward to
cooler weather and rains to cause the mite population to subside.

More and more, we are opting to remove old, sun-damaged canes which are prone to borer
damage and lack a vigorous cambium layer to carry water and nutrients through the plant.
Judiciously cutting out old canes allows the rose to put more energy into newer ones, and
encourages new growth. We have been especially heartened by the new, strong growth on
‘Lady Waterlow’ by the mausoleum, and the fence’s “Castro-Breen Musk Climber,” both of
which had appeared to be seriously declining before we removed some very large old
growth.
The fence’s “Car Wash Rose” was also struggling, but has made a tremendous recovery with
added water, fertilizer and pruning. This rose came to our collection as a once-blooming
rose, but has produced scattered flowers more or less continuously all summer. We don’t
know the identity of this rose, which no longer grows beside the San Andreas car wash
where it was found. We are glad to preserve and propagate it.
Most of all, we are fortunate to have our Historic Rose Garden. We who tend it and share it
with others are grateful that the City of Sacramento and rosarians had the vision to bring
this collection together in the Sacramento Historic City Cemetery. We had a little break in
the weather in mid-August, and enjoyed the “August flush” that surprises us each summer.
We look forward to deepening colors and increased bloom in September and October.
Come join us in the garden!
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MYSTERY OF ROSE 22449

Anita Clevenger

Several examples of a climbing rose, which may have been used as a rootstock, were collected in California historic locations and now grow in the Sacramento Historic Rose Garden. This rose is commonly accepted as being of Chinese origin. It blooms once, and has double flowers with thin ivory-colored
petals tinged with pink. These roses can climb twenty feet or more, although they can be maintained
as a large fountaining shrub. They have little fragrance, with dark green, glossy, pointed leaves.
Our cemetery roses came under a variety of found (study) names, including “San Andreas Odorata #1,”
San Andreas Odorata #2,” “John Family Legacy,” and “Carlson-Posey Plot Tea.” When we decide that
found roses are essentially the same, we use the registered name or the one that was first used to describe the rose, while retaining the various study names (and the location where each was found) for
our records.
Whatever its name, this rose
was commonly used as rootstock in warmer climates such
as Australia and New Zealand,
southern Europe, and California during the 19th century and
the first decades of the 20th.
Its vigor and ease of propagation made it very attractive for
that purpose, although scions
grafted onto it were not always
successful and it suckered if
the roots were damaged. (1)
This rose’s registered name is
‘Fun Jwan Lo.’ Dr. Wang
Guoliang said during a visit to
our cemetery that our plant is
an unnamed root stock, not a
garden cultivar, and so that
name is incorrect. According
to another Chinese expert,
Professor Chen Jungyu, ‘Fun
Jwan Lo’ may be a wrong
spelling of a pink garden cultivar ‘Fen Zhuang Lou’, meaning “pink decorated mansion.” (2) According
to Fred Boutin, ‘Fun Jwan Lo’ appears to have been first used in association with this rose in the Journal of the Royal Horticulture Society in 1933 (page 351). It will not be the first time, or the last, that a
rose hunter mistook rootstock for the scion or that Westerners have misunderstood Chinese names.
Another possible name for the roses that we grow is “Odorata 22449”. That’s what the USDA called a
clone of this rose collected by Frank Meyer in China in 1905. Where did the “odorata” name come
from? Kevin Hughes writes that it originated from Rehder, who classified Chinese roses as either
‘chinensis’ or ‘gigantea,’ and used the term ‘odorata’ for a hybrid of both. This rose is a once-blooming
climber, which is usual for first-generation crosses, but lacks the usual fragrance that many other
“odorata” type roses carry. (3)
It’s unlikely that the roses in our collection are this specific clone because they are attractive, clean
growing plants. Fred Boutin says that Meyer’s rose is especially prone to mildew. Two specimens of
(Continued on page 5)
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Meyer’s clone grew in the
Broadway Bed when the Historic Rose Garden was founded,
and were removed when they
continued to produce a “cloud
of mildew” no matter what the
curator, Barbara Oliva, tried to
do.
Forms of this rose have been
introduced to the West a number of times over the years, long
before Meyer, and have been
given a number of other names.
Brent Dickerson writes that
Vibert is said to have introduced
'Indica Major' around 1823.(4)
Prof. Chen Jungyu speculated
that “major” meant “largeflowered,” which this rose certainly is compared to most roses of the China class. It was known in Italy as “Sempervirens de
l‘Italie”. It was imported to the Netherlands from Egypt as “Rose Niszr”. It’s also been called
“American Noisette.” It was probably painted by Pierre-Joseph Redoute as ‘Rosa Indica
Grande Indienne’ in his Choix des Plus Belle Fleurs, published between 1827 and 1833,
although the botanical details are not conclusive.
The amount of pink flushing the pale-toned petals varies by weather, age of the blossom, growing conditions and, perhaps, the clone. The size and shape of flowers, and growth habit, can
vary too. It is possible that some of the ‘Indica Major’ roses that we find were grown from seed
and show variability because of that. Australians have found yellow-toned flowers on plants
that appear to be ‘Indica Major’ in at least two locations, and have suggested that these roses
may have been seedlings. Boutin also has heard of yellow-toned flowers on plants observed in
Oroville, CA. He collected one at the Eugene Pioneer Cemetery in Oregon, where he found it,
“in a tangle of Douglas fir trees.” He took cuttings and grew it for years, and said that he was,
“startled to see a yellow Tea-like flower” when it finally bloomed. He investigated other early
hybrids to see if there was a match and believes it is possibly ‘Triomphe de Bollwiller,” bred by
Charles Baumann around 1831 and widely distributed by the Gebruder Baumann nursery business in France. Boutin feels this possible identity is a path where more investigation would be
warranted, and a search for this rose in Eugene or other locations would be worthwhile (sadly,
he appears to have lost his plant from drought).
Other interesting variations have been found in other locations. A single-flowered form of
‘Indica Major’ was found in Australia’s Rookwood Cemetery, although it is unstable when
grown from cuttings and often reverts to the usual double form. A mauve-colored specimen
was collected at Thelangarin Station, Australia.(5) Boutin has heard that a miniature form was
found in New Zealand. Boutin has also noticed other possibly distinct forms. “You pass them
year after year, and you think they’re all the same. Then you discern a consistent variation,” he
says. He has seen a plant with large, globular buds and another that is smaller in scale, leaves
and buds alike. Are these sports, seedlings or separate hybrids, or variable clones?
(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)

What is ‘Indica Major’ botanically? To our knowledge, this has not been conclusively studied. Boutin
sees a resemblance to another Chinese rose in our cemetery, “Phillips & Rix Pink China Climber,” and
speculates that there may be many similar, once-blooming, climbing roses in China, all of which are
closely related.
In our collection catalogs, we’ve used many of these names, trying to settle on the best one. For the
past few years, we’ve settled on ‘Indica Major’ because it is the first name that was used, and is widely
accepted and in use around the world. Whatever its name, it was a glorious sight last spring, climbing
high into the old arborvitae tree in the Broadway Bed. It may “only” be an unnamed rootstock, but at
its peak, it’s lovely.

Here is a little more information from Fred Boutin that makes matters even more confusing: Meyer
thought he was collecting a yellow rambler grown by the American Presbyterian mission that he visited in Northern China. It was winter, so no blooms were evident. Cuttings were taken by moonlight and loaded onto pack horses which departed at 4 am. When Meyer’s rose grew in California it
was a white rose blushed with pink, growing more as a pillar than a rambler. it was evident that he
had collected a different rose, most likely an understock. USDA gave it a different introduction number, USDA 44426, in their Plant Inventory No. 50, dated Jan 1 – Mar 31, 1917, stating that it was
“renumbered for convenience and distribution.” It was not published until 1922. By that time, the
rose was widely known and used under its previous number.
In the world of old roses, it is very hard to pin down anything exactly, and efforts to clarify matters
may confuse them further!
—————————————
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Conversation with Dr. Malcolm Manners, August 3, 2017
1996 Heritage Roses in Australia Journal, vol 18, #2, page 21
1995 Heritage Roses in Australia Journal, col. 17 #2, page 25
Old Rose Informant, 2000, page 82
Margaret Furness, Helpmefindroses.com
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ROSE GARDEN OUTREACH

Anita Clevenger

Rose garden volunteers took a cemetery and Historic Rose Garden display to the Sacramento County Master Gardener’s Harvest Day on August 5.
Our display of fragrant old roses drew several hundred people to our table. One of the great favorites
of the day was “Portland from Glendora,” also
known as ‘Joasine Hanet’ and “Aunt Sally.” People
were intrigued by “The Green Rose,” or
‘Viridiflora,’ and the variety of other roses as well.

Many people have never seen how diverse rose hips
are, so the spiny ‘R. roxburghii Normalis,’ dark red
round R. spinossisma, and oblong ‘R. eglanteria’
intrigued many people. Two people offered to volunteer, and another 30 asked to be put on our mailing list. A splendid day!
Outreach continued at the National Heirloom Expo
in Santa Rosa on September 5-7, we joined friends
from the Heritage Roses Group to sell old roses,
educate people about them and tell them about our
cemetery garden.

LADDER DAY

Anita Clevenger

An AmeriCorps team joined us on
July 11, a day which we declared
“Ladder Day.” Corps members
and other rose garden volunteers
scaled ladders to deadhead some
of the taller roses. The garden
looked much fresher without the
brown, spent blossoms at the top
of the bushes. We are continually
grateful to the AmeriCorps program for the youthful energy and
enthusiasm that their teams bring
to our garden and to volunteer
projects across the country. We
are very fortunate to have the
Western Region of the National
Civilian Conservation Corps at the
former McClellan Air Force Base.
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Dunlap Family

Eric Bradner

Many Sacramentans have heard of George Dunlap and the Dunlap Family Restaurant. Born in 1884, George
Dunlap was a successful food service entrepreneur who later opened Dunlap's Dining Room in Oak Park.
George's father was Isaiah Dunlap, who came to Sacramento as a young man from Virginia in 1856. Isaiah
Dunlap ran the barber shop in the famous Golden Eagle Hotel at 11 th and J streets for many years. The book
Black Internments, available from the Old City Cemetery (1), displays a page from the Sacramento City
directory 1854-55, which lists 12 men identified as colored who worked as barbers. In this author's research,
I found six more black barbers buried in the Historic City Cemetery without even trying. Undoubtedly the
community had a need for them. The hairstyles of the day, short and greased down, required frequent trips
to the barber.
And also, barber shops were important as community
hotspots, and Delilah Beasley, in her book Negro Trail
Blazers of California (2), mentions barbershops being
used to pass on information in a way similar to the Underground Railroad. The Executive Committee of the Colored Conventions had a secret code. If you had a message
to pass on, say if you were in the sticks and saw some settlers bringing their slaves with them, you could ask a traveler to pass on a letter to the best barber in town, and undoubtedly, since all the barbers at the time were black, the
Committee would receive it. Given what we know, it's not
at all unlikely that the alarm for “escaped” slave Archy Lee
may have gone through an 18-year-old Isaiah Dunlap.
In the earlier part of the 19th century, barbers often doubled as doctors. By the 1860s, this practice had lessened,
but the African-American community would have had less access to doctors, and the barber-practitioner undoubtedly hung on for a while longer in this community. Archaeological deposits from the 1860s at Isaiah's
old shop revealed homeopathic vials, syringes, and other medicine bottles, so it appears that old Isaiah may
have been running his fingers through more than just people's hair.
Very active in issues affecting the African-American community, Isaiah was a delegate at the 1873 Colored
Convention and at several Republican conventions in the 1870s and 1880s, and served on several juries, too.
In 1885 Isaiah was the Standard-bearer at a meeting of the Colored Masons in Stockton, and was a member
of the Colored Zouaves, an African-American organization with colorful uniforms that impressed people at
parades with their marching in tight military formation.
Isaiah's son George worked for the Southern Pacific Railway, and by the turn of the century had worked his
way up to the position of chef on private cars used by Southern Pacific area superintendents, working as a
red cap when the superintendents’ cars were not running. He met his future wife Annie Louise Butler on one
of his many trips to Oakland, and told his mother he was going to build a house and bring his bride to live
here. George purchased a lot in Oak Park in 1906, and the next year built a four bedroom cottage there,
married Annie Louise, and started a family, being one of the first African-American families to move into
Oak Park. (3)
They had two daughters, Audrey and Doris, and two nieces moved in, as well, so George soon made additions to the property to accommodate the growing family. Within 20 years after the original construction,
the house went from a four-room one-story structure to an eight-room two story building, with the family
moving upstairs.
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George was a well-regarded SP employee and made many contacts that served him well when
he struck out on his own in a private catering business. He also operated restaurants in downtown Sacramento; one at 621 J Street and another in the Capitol Hotel. Annie joined working
at the Capitol Hotel Restaurant, and helped with catering out of their home.
George began contracting with the Sacramento Northern Railway for food service on its Sacramento to Chico run. Starting in 1917, he operated the food concession at the California State
Fair for 41 years. He also operated the food service on a ferry boat for several years.
In 1927, the Sacramento Northern Railway was purchased by Western Pacific, and with his
contract in jeopardy, the idea of a family business was born, Annie Louise had visited several
“tea rooms” in the south, and was impressed with the idea of inviting people into one's home
for a special dinner.
Dunlap's Dining Room opened March 29,
1930, and operated for the next 38 years. The
patrons were generally middle-class whites,
local and state government officials and professionals, including Bee editor C.K.
McClatchy and governors Frank Merriam and
Earl Warren. Many black-owned businesses
sought white patrons; the odds against surviving in a depressed economy with an extremely
small African-American population made it a
necessity in the early days, and Dunlap's customer base never much changed.
The patrons had a choice of three dishes,
chicken, fried or smothered, baked ham, or Tbone steak.
How many backroom deals were made in the pink-painted Dunlap's Dining Room? We will
never know. The Dunlap building still stands in Oak Park, looking much the same as it did
when it opened for business in 1930.
——————————————
1)
2)
3)

Available from the Old City Cemetery Committee, Inc.
Paperback published by Book Jungle, April 2007
Oak Park, Sacramento’s first suburb, was developed on farmland in the late 1880’s

Isaiah purchased a 10’x10’ family plot in 1869 for $15.
He was laid to rest there in 1911.
Son George and his wife Louise are buried in the
Odd Fellows Cemetery just to the south of the Historic City Cemetery.
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CEMETERY ROSE
Garden Tip

Events in the Historic Rose Garden

Weeds, Weeds, Weeds
Deep watering roses near
the base of the plant is
great for the roses, but also
encourages weeds that can
be difficult to reach—not to
mention exposing the gardener to dangerous prickles.
Try using stainless-steel
salad tongs to reach those
pesky weeds near the base
of the plant. They’ll extend
your reach & keep vulnerable skin away from the
prickles!

Propagation Class
September 9
OCCC Volunteer Appreciation
September 30 (3 p.m.)
Make A Difference Day
October 28
Fall Color in the Rose Garden Tour
November 18
2018 Open Garden
April 14

Judy Eitzen, ed.
8698 Elk Grove Blvd.
Suite 1, #271
Elk Grove, CA 95624
Verlaine@citlink.net
www.cemeteryrose.org
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